
Survey Local Authority Support for Access to Exams Autumn 2013 

on behalf of the All Party Parliamentary Group for Home Education 

http://edyourself.org/examstatsnov2013.pdf 

An estimated 5,000 to 10,000 home educated children are of "exam age" with 
perhaps one or two thousand taking - or hoping to take – exams in any given year. 

The All Party Parliamentary Group for Home Education is continuing its 
investigation into local authorities' help with access to exams. This year we have held 
2 meetings at Westminster. Guests have included exams officers, representatives 
from CIE and Pearson Edexcel, DfE, and the Examination Officers Association. 

You can read more about the work of the APPG here 
http://edyourself.org/articles/allpartygrouphomeeducation.php 

At the start of the Autumn term we sent a list of questions to local authorities which 
can be found here http://edyourself.org/examsaccess2013.pdf 

At the time of writing in early November, 59 local authorities have responded out of 
150 and these are the findings to date. 

Only 1 in 20 authorities has helped with Access Arrangements for exams 
(educational psychologist or equivalent assessments for use of scribe, keyboard, extra 
time etc) though 1 in 5 say they would consider helping if asked. 

Nick Lait from JCQ (the Joint Council for Qualifications) states that for Access 
Arrangements the centre must paint a picture of need to JCQ in one of the following 
ways:  1/ Statement of special educational needs AND normal way of working 
within the centre (extra time of up to 25% only) 2/ Report from a specialist 
assessor AND normal way of working within the centre 3/ Medical or 
psychological condition AND normal way of working within the centre. Read more 
here http://ehe-sen.org.uk/exams.php 

Four out of five authorities provide basic information about taking exams including 
during face to face meetings or “visits” but only  a third  currently have up to date 
written information. A further third hope to have something soon. 

1 in 5 authorities has invited home educators to a meeting specifically to discuss 
exams or has regular networking or consultation meetings or events where the topic 
of exams comes up. 1 in 7 might do this soon

Nearly half of the authorities who responded  have asked schools about taking 
private candidates  but only a fifth of those found that schools reacted positively. A 
couple of authorities have talked to the secondary heads forum. A third have a list of 
schools which take private candidates even if only 1 school or in neighbouring area. A 
further quarter said they would deal on a case by case basis.

1 in 5 authorities  use the Pupil Referral Unit and while the majority are likely to be 
“behaviour” PRUs, several use the medical PRU or  similar facility for children who 
are unable to attend school. A quarter of authorities said this might be a possibility 
for the future whilst several  said either the authority or the parents felt it wasnt an 
appropriate venue.

A third of authorities have approached FE colleges to see whether home educated 
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young people could take exams as external candidates, and 1 in 10 are planning to do 
this in future.

Three quarters of authorities are aware of the new funding for home educated 
14-16s in Further Education colleges and are sharing this with colleges and home 
educating families, although a fifth of colleges have opted not to take any 14-16s 
except through a school. 

Over two thirds of authorities signpost to information about exams such as awarding 
bodies and home education peer support networks, with half the remainder planning 
to do more soon. 

Home educating parents whose children are taking exams can join this group  
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/HE-Exams-GCSE-A_AS_Levels-OU-Others/info 
(2000 members) 

For local authorities wishing to put together FAQ on taking exams as a private 
candidate the best place to start is the home educators' exams wiki here  
http://www.home-education-exams.org.uk/ or 
http://edyourself.org/articles/examsfaq.php  or 
http://edyourself.org/articles/exams.php#link 

A good example of a leaflet is Lancashire 
http://www3.lancashire.gov.uk/corporate/web/viewdoc.asp?id=106361 - updated 
annually with a list of schools taking private candidates - which is available via this 
page http://www3.lancashire.gov.uk/corporate/atoz/a_to_z/service.asp?
u_id=388&tab=20 

In terms of positive examples, as previously mentioned, Lancashire has a useful 
Exams Leaflet. 

Warrington offers free exam access to English and Maths exams sat at the  local 
college, with access to the Virtual Learning Environment and the offer of a  termly 
meeting with a tutor. Hardly any other authorities have considered running exam 
courses themselves though 1 in 7 says they might look into it. 

Croydon helped a home educated private candidate with learning difficulties by 
setting up an interview at the LA's exam centre so that an approved educational 
psychologist could carry  out an assessment for access arrangements. 

Kirklees offers the PRU where home educated young people can take either GCSEs 
or IGCSEs and the  centre can accommodate candidates who need to use a keyboard 
or who require extra time. 

There were more positive examples than we have space for here; to read  more click 
here http://edyourself.org/articles/examsreport.php#appendix2lapositiveexamples 
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